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ABSTRACT
In nature of the transmission medium the broadcast, Wireless
sensor networks are vulnerable to security attacks. The nodes
are placed in a hostile or dangerous environment where they
are not tangibly safe in the MANETs. In many application,
the data obtained from the sensing nodes need a false, or
malicious node could intercept private information or could
send false messages to nodes in the network. Among the
major attacks Eavesdropping, Spoof Attack, Denial of
Service, Wormhole attack, Sinkhole attack, Sybil attack,
Selective Forwarding attack, Passive information gathering,
Node capturing, and False or malicious node, Hello flood
attack are common. In this paper, authors have proposed and
implemented an efficient light weighted authentication
secure routing protocol on top of an AODV. The focused
area of the proposed routing protocol is increasing the
network security of the MANET. Additionally, the paper
evaluates the implemented protocol using NS2 simulator in
different networks with SecAODV.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) or Mobile Ad-Hoc
Network (MANET) provides wireless communication with
high degree node mobility without a fixed infrastructure and
the union of nodes forms an arbitrary topology [1].
MANETs are suitable to support some specific applications
such as military communications, emergency search and
rescue operations, data acquisition in hostile environments,
communications set up in exhibitions, conferences, and
meetings, in battlefield among soldiers to coordinate
defenses or attack, at airport terminals for workers to share
files, etc.[1],[2],[3]. In ad-hoc networks, nodes can change
position quite frequently. The nodes in an Ad-hoc network
can be laptops, PDA, palmtops, etc. The identified
challenges are often limited in resources such as CPU
capacity,
storage
capacity,
battery
power,
and
bandwidth.According to the "Effect of Quality Parameters on
Energy Efficient Routing authors, they stated that the each
node participating in the network acts both router and a host
and is willing to transfer packets to other nodes. For this
purpose, a routing protocol [25] should minimize control
traffic. The most commonly used Energy has become an
important factor in MANETs. There is a limitation of battery
life in an Ad-Hoc environment where the battery. The

concept of power as one of the deciding factor in route
selection can be crucial in route discovery and route repair
phase [1],[2],[3].
Research on MANET Security Architecture Design” authors
[16] have come up with security architecture for these
networks by referring to the whole network. Referring OSI 7
layer model is built on each and every layer to consider an
integral part of the network. The proposed Network Security
Architecture consists of 5 layers namely, S0 Credible
Infrastructure Layer, S1 Communication Security Layer, S2
Routing Security Layer, S3 Network Security Layer and S4
Application Security Layer. Using I-ADD process of security
analysis, which is provided to prove a method for risk
management solution, that used to analyzed on the
characteristic, insecurity factor and security threats of these
networks [23].
Authors in “Enhancing MANET Security using Secret Public
Keys” [9] have mentioned about two types of authentication
schemes as PKC – based and Identity – based authentication
scheme. By considering the advantages and disadvantages of
these two types they have used RSA as a basis for the
cryptography scheme. Advantages of this scheme are
speeding up the RSA encryption, verifying, and decryption
and signing. They have proposed a secure solution to this
network as four key securities where it hides the public keys
and make them visible only to trusted nodes. This Key
Management System considers four keys: - Identity Key,
Public Key, Private Key and a Symmetric Key. Identity Key
has known the information to anyone (e.g. Name). This
paper proposed small Public Key for easy cryptography
process, RSA Private Key to transfer only between trusted
nodes. Asymmetric keys between each two nodes only for
first-time communication.
“Secure Key Management and Verification of Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks” [17] authors have provided secure key
management and verification mechanism. They have
considered the asymmetric key management combined with
threshold cryptography. This paper has been used for formal
specification of this network security properties, and key
management is described using Z notation. Formalizing
security and key management issue, the basic definition of
the system were provided before which it is based on the
definition of graph. They have observed Z check the
effectiveness and powerfulness of their structure.
Authors in [18] “Authentication Algorithm to MANETs
through Challenge – Response Based Architecture” which
explains of providing Authentication through network layer
using Challenge – Response based architecture.
Authentication will be supplied using developed lightweight
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authentication mechanism via a Challenge Response based
protocol. They have provided Confidentiality and Integrity
through symmetric cryptography; Hashing and key sharing
achieve Diffie – Hell- man. They have implemented their
mechanism, on a selected protocol called AODV. Which is
for the nodes on the network they assigned a key. An extra
field is added to packet structure called as Challenge which
carries a challenge. This Authentication algorithm has
embeds to node authentication to Route Discovery process
through RREQ and RREP. The mechanism intercepts in the
processes of sending Route Request (RRQ), receiving the
RREQ, sending Route Reply (RREP) and receiving the
RREP.
The above mentions are some of the researchers carried in
the field of cryptosystem security in Wireless Sensor
Networks. Author [19] “Alternative Authentication Scheme
for Mobile Ad hoc Networks”, which they have mentioned
about Lightweight authentication, RSA, IBE, and PKC. They
have proposed on to their future work to move on, how
lightweight authentication scheme is provided with more
lightweight implementation for a secret public key with less
number of keys and less computational time.
Using the theories above utilized by the researchers and
based on their future works they have mentioned, an
improvement over the existing solution will be given by this
research project which is a new solution for Wireless Sensor
Networks.

five layers. To achieve the security goals for Wireless Sensor
Networks a new concept security mechanism implementation
is looked forward to reducing discussed issues.
There are attacks which affect more than one layer which is
called as Multi -layer attacks. Table 1 Summary
classification of common attacks based on the security
architecture and countermeasures proposed by other
researchers.

3. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
In this research authors found a solution for the question
“How to use a Cryptographic solution, to archive
Authentication for data and as well as to users and how it can
be applied to the current Cryptographic solution which is
already implemented on AODV Wireless Sensor Networks.”
WSN are much more vulnerable to attack than wired
networks. The security issues are arrived in WSN due to a
high level of vulnerability of wireless links, dynamic nature
of the topologies, membership and roaming in a dangerous
environment.
Table 1 Summary classification of common attacks based
on the security

Security
Level

Attacks

2. RELATED WORK
This section discussed the general Security mechanisms and
methodology proposed and implemented by researchers of
past years. Due to the dynamic nature of the topologies
consists characteristics of Wireless Sensor Networks such as
dynamic topology, infrastructure less, node mobility, selforganizing, a shared medium, decentralized, arbitrary located
mobile nodes it is hard to deploy and design a secure routing
than the traditional network. It is a challenging task to
address security issues in mobile ad-hoc network protocols.
Author [9] explained as there are internal attacks, which can
be any legitimate participant of the routing protocol false in
routing information and communication links and as well as
external attacks are any other entity. In [10] authors have a
classification of attacks based on Passive and Active attacks.
Attacks which are difficult to detect since they do not
involve in the attack but extract valuable information are
called as Passive attacks. Eg: - Eavesdropping, Traffic
monitoring, and analysis. Attacks that are performed by
malicious nodes, which they are actively involved in the
attack and does change done to information or system are
called Active attacks. Eg: - Jamming, Man- in-the-Middle,
Flooding attacks, etc. Authors on [11], [12] have explained
the security of Wireless Sensor Networks, which can be
divided into five OSI Layers which are Application layer,
Transport layer, Network layer, Data link layer and Physical
layer. This security architecture is designed based on the OSI
Reference Layered model. In this type of wireless network
different wireless users are available as Laptops, PDA, GSM,
etc. Therefore, attacks in Application layer cannot define as a
typical one since the application runs can differ.
There are many types of research carried since last two
decades in the field of security, so to reduce the attacks and
malicious nodes. The malicious attacks are present in all the
layers of the security OSI, According to the Bing Wu, et.al
under,“A
Research on Survey of
Attack and
Countermeasures in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks” identified

Multi – Layer attacks

Application Layer

Transport Layer

Network Layer

DOS Man – in –
Middle

Repudiation Data
corruption

SYN Flooding
attack Session
hijacking

Countermeasures

For these attacks, the safeguard can
be the implementation of Security
on different layer. Some protocols
which help to avoid these problems
are Aridane, SRP, ARAN, SAR,
and SAODV [13].

ARAN provides authentication
and
Nonrepudiation service using
predetermined cryptographic
Certificates for end – to – end
authentication [12], [13].
Implement SYN cookies in the
three way shake. Author [12]
explain the prevents against both
these attacks, to implement Secure
Socket Layer and Transport Layer
Security protocol is to base in
symmetric crypto algorithms.

A cryptography – based solution
pro-posed by author [14] for
detecting and defending mechanism
against this at- tack based on local
broadcast keys. Author [15]
explains in solving using packet
leash, where information on packet
to restrict the packet’s maxi- mum
to allow transmission distance.
Flooding attacks
Some protocols prevent this attack
Black hole at- tacks
such as Aridane, SRP, ARAN,
Wormhole attacks
SAR, and SAODV [13]. By
monitoring on un- matched RREQ
and put into blacklist.
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Data link layer

Physical layer

Traffic monitoring and analysis can
be prevented by encryption on the
data link layer. A detection
Traffic monitoring
algorithm pro- posed for this layer
and analysis
such as ERA-802.11 [15] and a
Disruption on MAC
secure Link Layer protocol such as
LLSP.

Jamming /
Impersonating
Eavesdropping

Using of Spreading Spectrum or
Code Spreading, Frequency
Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)
and Direct Sequence Spreading
Spectrum (DSSS) [12].

4. MODERN SOLUTIONS
Security in Wireless Sensor Networks can be implemented
using cryptosystem and as well as using on cryptosystem

4.1 Modern Cryptosystem Solutions
A modern cryptosystem is based on the key exchange
mechanism. There are two types as Symmetric Cryptosystem
only one key (need to share the key) and Asymmetric
Cryptosystem use one pair of key (Private and Public keys).
The user owns private Key whereas Public Key is public to
everyone. Key establishment is done by an algorithm such as
Diffie-Hellman algorithm [22].

4.2 Other Technologies


Digital Signature – Based On Asymmetric Key (E.G.
RSA). Each Node Needs To Have A Certificate
Revocation List (CRL) of Revoked Certificates.

RREQ. Nodes keep track of the RREQ’s source IP address
and broadcast ID. If they receive an RREQ, which they have
already processed, they discard the RREQ and do not
forward it. As the RREP is propagated back to the source,
nodes set up forward pointers to the destination. Once the
source node receives the RREP, it may begin to forward data
packets to the destination. If the source later receives an
RREP containing a greater sequence number or contains the
same sequence number with a smaller hop count, it may
update its routing information for that destination and begin
using the better route. As long as the route remains active, it
will continue to be maintained. A route is considered active
as long as there are data packets periodically traveling from
the source to the destination along that path[24]. Once the
source stops sending data packets, the links will time out and
eventually be deleted from the intermediate node routing
tables. If a link break occurs while the route is active, the
node upstream of the break propagates a route error (RERR)
message to the source node to inform it of the unreachable
destination(s)[24]. After receiving the RERR, if the node of
origin still desires the route, it can reinitiate route discovery.

Algorithm
The developed Authentication algorithm runs on top of the
Route Discovery Process. It intercepts in the processes of
sending Route Request (RRQ), receiving the RREQ, sending
Route Reply (RREP) and Receiving the RREP. Following fig
1 describes propose developed the algorithm.

 Intrusion Detection System – Mostly For Fixed Wired
Network so “Intrusion Detection in Wireless Ad Hoc
Network” [13] Proposed A Design of Intrusion Detection
and Response Mechanism for These Networks.

 Watch Dog And Path Rater – These Are Two
Mechanisms To Improve Performance Of Wireless
Sensor Network In The Presence Of Nodes Agree To
Forward Packets : It Has been Modified Or Dropped As
Unreliable Behavior Is Detected As Link Breaks.
Security in Wireless Sensor Networks can be implemented
using cryptosystem as well as using on cryptosystem. In this
research, security solution will be implemented using
Modern Cryptosystem.

5. PROPOSED SOLUTION AND
ALGORITHM
This novel implemented is top of the Route Discovery
process of AODV. It shows how AODV Route Discovery
and Route Maintenance process is explained as bellow.When a source node needs a route to a destination for which
does not already have a path, it broadcasts a route request
(RREQ)[24] packet through the network. Nodes are
receiving this packet update their information for the source
node and set up backward pointers to the node of origin in
the route tables. In addition to the node of origin’s IP address,
current sequence number, and broadcast ID, the RREQ also
contains the most recent sequence number for the destination
of which the source node is aware. A node receiving the
RREQ may send a route reply (RREP) if it is either the
destination or if it has a route to the destination with a
corresponding sequence number greater than or equal to
which contained in the RREQ. If this is the case, it unicasts
an RREP back to the source. Otherwise, it rebroadcasts the

Fig 1 Developed Authentication Algorithm

6. SIMULATION MODEL
Authentication algorithm was developed on NS2. The
implementation on NS2 allows testing developed algorithm
in various situations with a small to a large number of nodes.
The Algorithm was written using C++ by modifying the
existing AODV algorithm in NS2. Then the simulation
environment has been created using the TCL script.
AODV in NS2 has been developed according to the AODV
RFC [20], and like the RFC suggests, algorithm disables the
use of hello packets by default. In order to run the Algorithm
correctly it was needed to turn off hello packets, and
therefore, authors left the default configurations as it is. If the
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Hello packets are a must for any certain application that uses
this Authentication Method, this research project suggest is
to implement the same challenge based mechanism for Hello
send and Hello Receive Methods as the RREQ send, and
RREQ Receive Functions. In the TCL script, all the nodes
are assigned with a key. In NS2, this research project has
installed OpenSSL 1.0.0a [21] to Ubuntu machine to achieve
AES Encryption and Decryption and HMAC function.
The algorithm has been developed mainly in the body.Cc
file. This algorithm is implemented for the Route Discovery
process of AODV protocol. It has been developed inside
“AODV:sendRequest(sadder t dst)” function. Receiving a
Route
Request
has
been
implemented
inside
“AODV:recvRequest (Packet *p)” part and Sending a Route
Reply has been implemented inside void “AODV:sendReply”
function. Finally Receiving a Route Reply has been
implemented inside void “AODV:recvReply Packet *p)”
function. These functions work as how they are described in
the sections mentioned above. Several variables are defined
in the “body.h” file that supports the implementation of the
algorithm.

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The TCL Script is designed with the parameters as shown in
Table 2. This is the test bed or test case this project
considered when taking the results between the existing
AODV and Authenticated AODV. Some nodes run this TCL
Script as 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50. In order to achieve
Security, a password is assigned to each node as 123.

Fig 2.Packet Delivery Ratio between existing AODV and
Authenticated AODV
The Packet Delivery Ratio between existing AODV and
Authenticated AODV is important to note that when some
nodes increase, Packet Delivery ratio is higher in
Authenticated AODV rather than existing AODV(Fig 2).
When referred to a research paper [18] it is clear that data
communication starts after, only when nodes are properly
authenticated. That means there is lesser chance of dropping
or missing packets because of poor communication lines.
Here reliability is also achieved, in this solution. So a high
packet delivery ratio can be archived.

Table 2 Simulation Parameter of Existing Routing
Protocols
Parameter
Topology
Bandwidth
MAC Protocol
Number of Nodes
Mobility Model
Antenna Type
Routing Protocol
Queue Type
Simulation Time (s)
Traffic Type

Value
1000mx1000m
11Mbps
802.11
5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
Propagation/Two Ray Ground
Omni Antenna
AODV, Authenticated AODV
Queue/Drop Tail/ PriQueue
1000s
CBR

Number of Connections

2

Connection Type
Password Assigned to
Nodes

TCP/FTP
123

Fig 3 Average End - to - End Delay (ms) between
Existing AODV and Authenticated AODV
Analysing Average End – to – End Delay between
Authenticated AODV (Fig, 3) and existing AODV, It is quite
hard to come to a conclusion about the Differences between
Authenticated AODV and Existing AODV. However,
according to the architecture of the Algorithm, since only
general RREQ, and RREP packets are used, there is no
additional overhead to the network, so only overhead to
nodes that process packets. Therefore, this authenticated
AODV; there is no effect of the delay on the network.

The graphs below have been generated to show the
performance of new authenticated AODV with the General
AODV. Graphs are generated to show Packet Delivery Ratio,
Average end-to-end delay, and throughput of the network.
TCL Scripts trace files and AWK Scripts have been used to
gather and analyze the data from NS2 as described in the
Methodology.

Fig 4 Between Existing AODV and Authenticated AODV]
Average Throughput [kbps] between Existing AODV and
Authenticated AODV
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Throughput (Fig 4) is reduced in this authenticated AODV.
This happens due to the process of the Authentication
Algorithm, due to the encryption and decryption and as well
as hashing process. It is less compared this shows, that it can
be decided that the Authentication process, only adds a slight
load to the General AODV algorithm.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The main intention of the research is to develop a framework
for Wireless Sensor Networks to provide efficient,
decentralized Security solutions such as Authentication and
Integrity. Within the context of this research report has
discussed the implementation of the Lightweight
Authentication Algorithm to AODV to the routing process.
Selection of the AODV protocol has come through the
conclusions obtained from the Protocol Analysis done. From
the Analysis of Protocols, came to a Conclusion that the
AODV Routing Protocol is the Best to Implement Security
solutions. As also described in Analysis Section the main
reason for this is its High Packet Delivery Ratio.
Furthermore, AODV is a reactive Routing Protocol, which
suits best for Wireless Sensor Networks environment
because it only sends a small number of Routing Information
only when needed unlike in Proactive Routing Protocols.
After deciding the Routing protocol, implemented the
proposed authentication algorithm on top of AODV to secure
the routing process. This implementation was done in NS2
Simulator. Results are obtained and considered the Packet
Delivery Ratio, End - to – End Delay and Throughput for
new solutions. According to the obtained results, came to
the conclusion that the routing process can obtain sufficient
authentication requirements through the developed algorithm.
Furthermore with the use of other security implementations
of the other authors in the research, authors have also been
able to provide Authentication with integrity to further
enhance the security in Wireless Sensor Networks.
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